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ON DECOMPOSITIONS OF COMPLETE GRAPHS 
INTO FACTORS WITH GIVEN RADII 
D A N I E L P A L U M B I N Y , Zvo len, S T E F A N ZNAM, Brat i s lava 
Tn paper [1J the decomposition of complete graphs into factors with given 
diameters is studied. A, R o s a proposed to study the decomposition of complete 
graphs into factors with given radii. Our article deals with this problem. 
The mentioned problem is here completely solved for a decomposition into 
two factors and some partial results for a decomposition into three factors 
are given. Further, we consider the decomposition with equal radii. 
Some of our results can also be used for solving the problems studied in [1]. 
General considerations 
We shall consider undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges. 
Let G be such a graph and VG its vertex set. The radius r(G) of a graph G 
is defined as 
r(G) = inf sup oG(x, y), 
XEVG ytVc 
where QG(X, y) denotes the distance between two vertices x, y e VG in G. 
Hence r(G) is oo if G is a disconnected graph or if sup QG(X, y) is infinite for 
yeVG 
all x. Obviously r(G) g d(G) (the diameter of G) for any G. Suppose that G is 
finite and connected. Then the eccentricity s(x) of a vertex x in G is max QG(x,y) 
for all y e VG- Clearly r(G) = min e(x) and d(G) = max e(x). A vertex o is 
xeVc XBVG 
a center of G if e(v) = r(G). The remaining terms are used in the usual sense 
(see [2]). The complete graph with n vertices will be denoted by ri). 
We shall study conditions for the existence of a decomposition of n/ into 
factors Fi,F2, ..., Fm with given radii r±,r2, ..., rm, where rt -= r(Ft) 
(i = 1, 2, . . . . m) are naturals or symbols oo. Denote by G(r\, r2, ..., rm) 
the smallest natural n for which (ri) is decomposable into m factors with radii 
r\,r2, ..., rm ; if such a natural does not exist then put G(r\,r2, . . . , rm) = oo. 
Theorem 1. If (ri) is decomposable into factors F\,F2, ..., Fm with the radii 
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n, **2, • • •, fin, then for any cardinal N > n the graph <N> is decomposable 
in the same way. 
Proof . If m = 1, the assertion is trivial. Therefore let m ^ 2. Denote 
H = <(N> and let U = (n) be a complete subgraph of H. Denote A = Vu, 
B — Vu — Vu and choose a vertex veA. Decompose U into factors U\, 
U2, • • •, Um with radii n , r2, •. •, rm. Decompose H into factors Hi, H2, . . . . Hm 
as follows: 
1. all the edges of U% belong to Hi (i = 1, 2, . . . , ra), 
2. for a G A(a ^ v), b e B the edge ab e Hi if the edge av e Ui, 
3. the edges of the complete graph with vertex set B U {v} belong to Hi. 
Obviously, if r(U±) = 1, then T(Hi) = 1, too . For r$ > 1 the statement tha t 
r(Hi) = rt can be proved in the same manner as the analogical assertion 
in Theorem 1 of [1]. 
From this theorem it follows that if G(n ,r%, ..., rm) is found, then the 
problem of the existence of a decomposition of (N\ into m factors with radii 
r\ • r?, ..., rm is solved for any cardinal number N. 
Now we prove the following 
Lemma 1. L,et r and n be positive integers, then for a graph G with n vertices 
and radius r we have 
( i ) 2r ^ n. 
Proof . The case r = 1 is trivial. Therefore wre can suppose r §: 2. Let v be 
an arbitrary center of G. Since E(V) =- r, there exists a vertex w in G such 
that QG(V, W) = r. Let W\Vz ... vr-\w be a shortest path from v to w. Denote 
by S the set of such vertices of G tha t no shortest path joining them to v is 
passing through v±. I t is easy to show tha t deg v ^ \, which implies 8 =£ 0. 
Let s — max QQ(V, X). Clearly s ^ r — 1. If the opposite were true, then 
xeS 
e(vi) ^ r — 1, which contradicts the fact tha t r is the radius of G. Thus there 
exists a path (beginning in v) of the length r — 1 in G not containing vertices 
in common with the path v±V2 . . . vr-\w. Hence G contains at least 2r vertices. 
In our considerations we shall need the following results (see [3]): 
Theorem 2. Let n and r be positive integers such that 2r ^ n. Then the maximal 
number of edges in a graph with n vertices and radius r is 
n(n — 1) 
f(n, r) 
n(n — 2) 
2 
n2 — 4 m 5n + 4r2 — 6r 
if r 
if r = 2, 
if r è 3. 
3(V 
Corollary. For 2 ^ r < oo we have f(2r, r) = 2r. 
Theorem 3. Let n and r be positive integers such that 4 <; 2r ^ n, then the 
maximal degree of the vertices of a graph with n vertices and radius risn — 2r + 2. 
Analogically as in [1] (see Theorem 2) it can be shown tha t if (n} is de-
composable into m factors with natural radii, then 
(2) 2m ^ n. 
Theorem 4. Let naturals m,n,n,r2, . . . , rm be given. If the complete graph n » 
is decomposable into m factors with radii n,r2, ..., rm, then 
m 
(3) n* — n — 2^f(n,n) g 0, 
(4) 2 max r̂  ^ n. 
Proof . Denote by hi the number of edges in the factor Ft. Then obviously 
m m 
j | = \ hi ^ \ f(n,ri) and (3) follows. According to (1) we have (4). 
n i=i 
Corollary. For arbitrary naturals m, n, n, ro, . . . , rm we have 
G(n ,^2, . . . , rm) ^ 2 max (m, max n). 
Theorem 5. For m ^ 3 cmJ 2̂ = ?'3 = ... = rm = co w>e have 
3, if n = co, G(n, r2, ...,rm) -= i 0 v ^ 
[ 2 n , if n< co. 
Proof . The proof of the first part is evident. If a graph contains a factor 
with natural radius n, then it has to have at least 2ri vertices (see Lemma 1). 
Therefore it is sufficient to decompose the graph <2ri> into m factors with 
radii ri, oo, ..., oo. I t can be done as follows. Denote the vertices of 2Ti 
by vi, V2, . . . , i>2rx • The factor F± consists of the c}^cle viv-i ... #2^1 • The factor F> 
consists of all edges between V2, v%, ..., Vzn except of those contained in Fi. 
F3 consists of the remaining edges and Fi for i ^ 4 (if m > 3) are nullgiaphs. 
I t is easy to check that this decomposition fulfils the required conditions. 
Theorem 6. Let m ^ 3, r-t ^ 2 (i = ] , 2, . . . , m) be naturals. Then 
G(n, r2, . . . , rm) ^ 2(n + r2 + . . . 4- rul) — 2m. 
Proof . I t is sufficient to find a decomposition of the graph G = 2(ri -| 
-f- T2 + • • • + rm) — 2m) into factors Ki, F2, . . . , Fm with radii Ti, r2, . . . , rm. 
Wo shall use the construction from the proof of Theorem 4 of [1] with rt; 
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= 2rt — 1. I t is easy to show that for every factor Fi in this construction 
V; r. 1 is a center of G and r(Fi) = ri. 
Corollary. For every natural m > 1 the equality 
G(2, 2, . . . , 2) = 2m 
m — times 
holds. 
Proof . For m = 2 see Theorem 9. For m > 2 our assertion follows from 
Theorem 6 and from Corollary of Theorem 4. 
Theorem 7. Lel 3 <; n ^ r2 ^ r3 _; r4 < oo. TAew we have 
G(n,r2, r3, r4) <; 2(n + r2 + r4) — 9. 
Proof . We shall construct the four factors of the graph <(2(ri + r2 + r4) — 9> 
with the radii n (i = 1, 2, 3, 4). Denote the vertices of the graph <2(ri + r2 + 
+ r4) — 9> by u±, u2, ..., u2r}-3, vi, v2, ..., v2rz-3, w±, w2, ..., w2r,-3. 
I. The factor F± contains 
(a) the edges of the path u\u2 ... u2ri-3, 
(b) ^llWl, 
(c) all the edges ViWj except of v\Wi, 
(d) WiWj with j — i ^ 2 except of: 
W3W1 and w2Wi, i = r3 + 1, r3 + 2, . . . , 2r4 — 3 for r3 = 3, 
(if they exist), 
W1W4 for r3 = 4, 
the path W3W^w^w2ri-3W5W2ri-4WQ ••• W2r4-r3+2Wr3 and the edges w2Wi, 
i = r3 + 1, r3 + 2, ..., 2r4 — r3 + 1 for r3 ^ 5. 
II. The factor F2 contains 
(a) the path v\v2 ... v2r%-3, 
(b) v\u\, 
(c) all uiWj except of u\W\, u&v2, U3W2, U3W3, 
(d) uftij with j — i ^ 2. 
III. the factor .F3 contains 
(a) u\o2, u2vi, u2v2, U3V3, 
(b) w3t^ and v3Ui with i > 3 (if they exist), 
(c) U2W2,U3W2^l3W3, 
(d) W3W1, 
(e) w2w*, i = r3+ 1, r3 + 2, . . . , 2r4 — 3 for r3 == 3, 4 (if they exist), 
(f) ^vl̂ v4 if r3 = 4, 
(g) the path wiW4W2r4-3W5w2ri-^W6 . . . w2r4-r3+2wr3 and w2Wi, i == r3 + 1, 
r3 + 2, . . . , 2r4 — r3 + 1 for r3 ^ 5. 
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IV . The factor F4 contains 
(a) the path wiw2 . . . w2r^-z, 
(b) 'viHJi, 
(c) ViVj with j — i ^ 2, 
(d) ^ v ; except of u±vi, u±v2, u2vi, U2V2, ^3^3 and U3V1, U1V3 with i > 3 
(if they exist). 
I t can be proved that the system of the factors I\ forms a decomposition 
of <2(n + r2 + r4) — 9> and that r(Ft) = rt. 
R e m a r k 1. Analogical results can be stated (and proved by similar methods) 
in case of a decomposition into 5 and 6 factors with given radii. 
R e m a r k 2. I t can be easily proved tha t for r\ ^ 4 the factors Ft 
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) in the preceding theorem have diameters di = 2ri — 1. Denote 
by F(d\, d2,d3, d±) the smallest natural N for which <N> can be decomposed 
into 4 factors with diameters d±, d2, d3, c?4 (see [1]). Then we get 
Theorem 8. Let 6 rg d± ^ d2 ^ efe ^ d!4 < 00, then 
F(di,d2,d3,di) ^ di + d2 + d± — 6. 
Proof . If d±,d2,d3, d± are odd, the proof follows from the considerations 
above. If some of them are even, it can be done by using a similar consideration. 
This theorem can be developed for decomposition into 5 and 6 factors 
with given diameters, too. 
The case m = 2 
I t is easy to prove the following 
Lemma 2, If r(G) = 1, then the complement G of G is a disconnected graph. 
If G is a disconnected graph, then r(G) is 1 or 2. 
Lemma 3. / / r(G) ^ 3, then r(G) ^ 2. 
Proof . According to Lemma 2 we may suppose that G is connected. We 
shall distinguish two cases. 
(a) d(G) ^ 4, then due to Lemma 3 of [1] we get r(G) ^ d(G) ^ 2. 
(b) (rG) = d(G) = 3. Then for every vertex x there exists a vertex x' 
with QG(X,X') = 3. We shall proceed indirectly: suppose there exist two 
vertices u, 0 for which QG(U, V) = 3. (Then the edge uv belongs to G.) Let v' be 
a vertex for which QG(V, V') = 3. (Then the edge vv' belongs to G.) Consider 
the edge uv'. Ifuv' belongs to G, then vuv' is a path of the length 2 in G betu een 
the vertices v and v', which is a contradiction. If uv' belongs to G, then the 
path uo'v is in G (the length is 2) — a cotradiction. 
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Theorem 9. Let r± ^ r2, then 
G(r\, r2) 
if r\ = 1, r2 = oo, 
if r\ = 2, r2 = oo, 
if r\ = 2, r2 < oo, 
in the remaining cases. 
Proof . The proofs of the assertions G(l, oo) = 2, C7(2, oo) = 4 and 67(2, 2) = 
4 are evident. 
If 2 < r2 < oo, then decompose <2r2> into two factors as follows. The 
factor F2 consists of a cycle containing all the vertices of <(2r2>. F\ contains 
all the remaining edges. Then obviously r(Fi) = 2 and r(F2) = r2. 
Clearly G(l, r) = oo for any finite r. From Lemma 3 it follows tha t for 
r\ ^ 3, we have r2 ^ 2, hence G(r\, r2) — oo for r±, r2 ^ 3. 
The case m = 3 
Theorem 10. For 3 ^ r\ <l r2 ^ r3 < oo we have 
G(r\, r2,r3) ^ 2(r± + r2 + r3) — 11. 
Proof . In the proof of the second part of Theorem 6 in [1] a decomposition 
of (d\ + d2 -f- J3 — 8> into factors F\,F2, K3 of diameters d\, d2, cZ3 is given. 
Put di = 2ri — 1. I t is easy to prove that the factor Fi of the mentioned 
decomposition has radius equal to r^. 
Theorem 11. Let 2 <; r2 ^ r3 < oo, then G(2, 2, 2) = 6 and G(2, r2,r3) = 2r3 
if r8 ^ 3. 
Proof . The first assertion follows from Corollary of Theorem 6. From 
Corollary of Theorem 4 we get G(2, r2, r3) ^ 2r3, hence it is sufficient to prove 
that <2r3> can be decomposed into three factors with radii 2, r2 , r3 (r3 ^ 3). 
Denote the vertices of (2r3y by v\, v2, ..., v2rz. We shall distinguish two cases. 
(a) r2 = 2. Let the factor K3 consist of the path ^i^2 . . . v2u. Obviously 
r(F3) = r3. Let the edges v2r3V\,v2r3v2, ..., v2r3v2r3-3, v2r3-\v2r3-3, v2r3-2v2r3-i 
belong to F\ and the edges v\v3, v\Vt\, vw5, ..., v\v2r3-\, o2tzv2r3-2, v2r3-\v2 
belong to F2; the remaining edges are distributed into the factors F\ and F2 
in an arbitrary way. None of the vertices in Fi (i = I, 2) is of degree 2r3 — 1 
and hence r(Fi) > 1. I t is easyr to check that tf2r3(#i) is a center of F\(F2) and 
that r(Fi) = r(F2) = 2. 
(b) r2 ^ 3. G(2, 3, 3) = 6 = 2r3 (see F"ig. 1). Therefore we can suppose 
r3 ^ 4. Now we shall construct the factors Fi with radii 2, r2, r3. The factor F3 
is equal to the path v2r3~\v2rz-3 ... VQV^V3V2V4.V\V50QV8V\O ... ^2r3-2^2r3. Thus it has 
radius r3. We must distinguish 4 cases: 
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(bi) If r2 = 3, then F2 contains the path V2V\VZVQV^V^. 
(b2) If r2 = 4, then F2 contains the path V^V^VQV^V^VS -
(b3) If r2 ^ 5 and odd, then F2 contains the path v2rzv2n-xv2r2-^v2r2-^ . . . 
- • • vioVc>v2viV3VQV4iv5v>iV8ViiVi2 . . . ^2r2-3^2r2-2, where the vertices v7, v8, . . . , ^2r2 
were added to the path V2V1V3VQV4V5 in the evident way. 
(b4) If r2 ^ 6 and even, then K2 contains the path V2r2-2V2r2-2V2r2-&V2r2-i ••• 
- • • V10VQV2VIV3VQV^V5V^VSVUVI2 . . . ^2ra-1^2r2 • 
3 1 2 5 4 6 
2ď ^ 
If r2 < r 3 , then F2 contains besides the mentioned path also the edges 
W2r2; 1, v^v2r^ 2, • •., V4V2r3 (in
 aU four cases). I t can be shown that in all 
cases r(F2) — r2. 
The factor F2 (F3) consists of 2r3 — 1 edges. P u t all the remaining edges 
into the factor F\. We have to prove that r(Ki) = 2. I t can be shown that F± 
is a connected graph (it contains the path V1VQV&5V3V4 and the edges v\Ct for 
i > 6). _Fi contains 
*-P) 2(2r3 — 1) = 2r£ - 5r3 + 2 
edges. We now show that 
(5) X > /(2r3 , r) = 2r* — 4r3r + 5r3 + 2r2 — 3r 
for 3 ^ r fi r3 and r3 ^ 4 (see Theorem 2). We have two cases: 
(a) If r = 3, then f(2r3, 3) = 2r\ — 7r3 + 9. Since r3 ^ 4, which implies 
2rs > 7, we have 2r| — 5r3 + 2 > 2r\ — 7r3 + 9 i. e. K > / ( 2 r 3 , 3). 
(b) If r ^ 4, then 4r — 10 > 2r — 3. Since r3 *> r > 0, 4r — 10 > 0 and 
2r — 3 > 0, we have r3(4r — 10) > r(2r — 3). The last inequality implies 
2r\ — 5r3 + 2 > 2r* — 4r3r + 5r3 + 2r
2 — 3r, i. e. X > / ( 2 r 3 , r) for 4 ^ 
<? r ^ r%. 
We have proved that (5) holds, hence r(Fi) g 2. However r(Ki) > 1 because 
none of the vertices inFi is of degree 2r3 — 1. Thus r(Fj) = 2. 
Theorem 12. Let 3 g r3 < 00. Then 
C?(3, 3, r3) = 2r3. 
Proof . According to Corollary of Theorem 4 we have C7(3, 3, r3) ^ 2r3. 
I t can be shown that C7(3, 3, 3) = 6 (see Fig. 2) and 0(3, 3, 4) = 8 (see Fig. 3). 
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Hence it is sufficient to find a decomposition of <2r3> for r3 ^ 5 into three 
factors with radii 3, 3, r 3 . Denote the vertices of <2r3> by u\, U2, •••, % 3 , v\, 
v», . . . , vr3. For i > r3 we define Ui (v{) in the following manner: ut(vt) = us(vs) 
A\ith s — i(mod r$), 0 < s ^ r3. 
5 S 8 
Fig. 3. 
Let the factor Fi contain the edges 
(a) Uiiij and ViVj for j ^ i + l(mod r3) and j ^/k i — l(mod r 3), 
(b) all the edges w^ + f 3 _ 2 . 
rFlien r(F\) = 3 (oFl(ui, Vi+r3-\) = 3 and every vertex is a center of F\). 
The factor K2 contains the edges 
(a) UiVi+i, UiVi+2 , . • . , UiVi+rz-S , 
(b) UiUiw and v<v<+i. 
Obviously r(.F2) = 3 (QF2(
ui, Vi+n-\) = 3 and every vertex is a center of F2). 
The factor F"3 contains the remaining edges UiV\ and viuix\ which form 
a cycle of the length 2r3. 
11 em a r k . Fig. 4 shows that C7(3, 4, 4) = 8, but it can be easily proved 
that (?(3, r, r) > 2r for 4 < r < 00. To prove it (indirectly), we suppose t h a t 
the graph <2r> (5 ^ r < 00) is decomposable into three factors with radii 3, r, r. 
Then the factors F2 and F3 have at most 2r edges each (see Corollary of 
Theorem 2). Thus F\ contains at least Y=\ 
Њ 
4r 2r
2 — 5r edçes. 
According to Theorem 2 we have/(2r5 3) = 2r
2 — 7r + 9. I t is easy to check 
that Y > /(2r, 3) for r > 4. Hence r(i^) ^ 3, which is a contradiction. 
1 \ 2 3 U 5/6 7 4 2 6 3 5 1 8 6 4 1 3 8 2 5 7 
Fig. 4. 
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Theorem 13. We have 
I. (7(2, r2, oo) = 2r2 for 2 ^ r2 < oo, 
I I . max 2r2, (n + r2 — 2)1 g G(n,r2, oo) g 2(n + r2) — 6 /or 3 < 
^ r\ S r2 < GO. 
Proof . I. The first assertion follows from Theorem 9 (take as Fz the null-
graph). 
I I . Suppose that for some n with 
4 
(6) n < ~(r\ + r2 - 2) 
o 
the graph (n) can be decomposed into three factors Ft with r(Fi) = n , r(F2) -
= r2,T(-F3) = oo. The factor K3 is disconnected, hence the vertices of n 
can be split into two disjoint sets A and B so that all the edges between A 
and B belong to F\ or F2. From (6) we get 
2(2n — 2n — 2r2 + 4) < n. 
Hence one of the sets — say A — contains at least 2n — 2n — 2r2 -f- 5 ele-
ments. Let v be an arbitrary element of B. According to Theorem 3 the decree 
of v in F\ is at most n — 2r\ + 2 and in the factor F2 at most n — 2r2 -y 2. 
This is a contradiction. 
To complete the proof we must show that G(r\, r2, 00) ^ 2r\ + 2r2 6. 
I t can be done by considerations analogical to those of the proof of Theorem 8 
from [1] (see part 1(b)). Namely, if we take di = 2r% — 1 (i = 1, 2), then 
we can see that the factors .Fi and F2 of the graph (d\ + d2 — 4 
= <2n -f- 2r2 — 6> have the radii n and r2. The factor K3 is obviously dis-
connected. (There is no path from v\ to any vi with i ^ 2 in FV) 
Decomposition into 3 and 4 factors with equal radii 
Denote G(r, r, r) = g(r). 
Theorem 14. The following holds 
I . 0(00) = 3, g(l) = 00, g(2) = g(3) = 6, 
I I . (3 + ]/3)r — 9 < g(r) ^ 6r — 11 for 4 ^ r < 00. 
Proof . The first part follows from evident considerations. The estimation 
g(r) ^ 6r —- 11 holds due to Theorem 10. Now, if (n) is decomposable into 
three factors with equal radii r, then owing to Theorem 2 we get 
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n2 — 4rn + 5n + 4r
2 — 6r 
3 
2 ~\2) 
After some modifications of the last inequality we get 
(7) sr(n) = n
2 + (8 — Gr)n + (6r2 — 9r) ^ 0 . 
I t can be easily checked that sr(2r) < 0 and sr((3 + |/3)r — 9) < 0 for all 
r ^ 4. The function sr(n) is convex and hence from (7) we get n > (3 + |l 3)r — 
— 9. The theorem follows. 
Now denote G(r, r, r, r) = H(r). 
Theorem 15. For 3 ^ r < oo we have 
4r — 8 ^ H(r) ^ 6r — 9. 
Proof . The estimation H(r) <; 6r — 9 follows from Theorem 7. Further 
we have to prove that <4r — 9> cannot be decomposed into 4 factors with 
equal radii r. For r = 3 and 4 this follows from (2); so we can suppose r ^ 5. 
Suppose <?i> is decomposable into 4 factors with radii r. Then accordinu to 
Theorem 2 we have 
n2 — 4m + 5n + 4r2 — 6r In 
(8) 4 ^ 
2 \2 
After some modifications 
tr(n) = 3H
2 + (21 — \6r)n + (16r2 — 24r) ^ 0. 
For r > 5 obviously lr(2r) < 0 and it can be shown that (for r ^ 6) lr(4r —- 8) ^ 
< 0. tr(n) is a convex function of the variable n for any r and hence if n fulfils 
t35\ 
(8) where r ^ 6, then n ^ 4r — 8. As for r = 5 we have ls I — I = 0 and 
35 2 
H(5) ^ ' = 1 1 - . Since H(5) is an integer, we get H(5) ^ 12 = 4 . 5 8. 
o o 
R e m a r k . From Corollary of Theorem 6 it follows tha t 11(2) = 8. 
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